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Reorganization of small Co particles on Al 2O3 surfaces monitored
by ferromagnetic resonance

T. Hill, T. Risse,a! and H.-J. Freund
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

sReceived 8 October 2003; accepted 9 February 2005; published online 25 April 2005d

Changes of the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic Co particles deposited on theÎ31
3 Î31R±9° reconstructeda-Al2O3s0001d as well as on a thin alumina film grown on a NiAls110d
substrate were investigated as a function of thermal annealing. On the thin film changes of the
magnetic response were found above 500 K which correlates with changes in the particle size
distribution. Annealing to 870 K leads to a permeation of the metal though the oxide film which
causes significant changes in the ferromagnetic resonance response. On thea-Al2O3 single crystal
sintering of particles requires temperatures above 600 K being about 100 K higher as compared to
the thin alumina film. For large clusters intraparticle redistribution takes place already below 600 K
a phenomenon not observed for the small clusters. In addition, a significant dependence of the
measuredg values from the substrate as well as the thermal treatment is found which can be
understood in terms of the structural properties of the systems. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1884598g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small metal particles deposited on oxide surfaces
an important role in various fields. The catalytic activity
such systems, in particular, has triggered considerable
est in properties of these systems such as geometric and
tronic structure, adsorption, and reactivity. To elucidate t
properties and correlate them at a molecular level, m
systems where particles are deposited either on bulk o
single crystals or ordered thin oxide films have been in
tigated in detail over the last years.1–5 Magnetic properties o
small metal particles can serve as a valuable probe to d
structural changes in nanoparticle systems because o
tight correlation between magnetic and structural prope
of the systemse.g., Refs. 6 and 7d. This turns out to be usef
if bulk insulating materials are investigated where elec
based techniques cannot be used due to charging. In
contribution we use the magnetic properties as measur
an in situ ferromagnetic resonance experiment to investi
the thermal stability of metal particles on an oxide suppo
should be noted in passing that the use of magnetic pr
ties is not limited to this particular question. We have sh
that adsorption of molecules, oxidation, as well as inte
tions at the particle substrate interface can be probed
magnetic properties.8–10 In this paper Co particles deposit
on a thin alumina film were compared to particles grown
a bulk a-Al2O3 single crystal. The study focuses on the
fect of interparticle rearrangements such as sintering o
ternal rearrangements such as crystallization of noncry
line particles on the magnetic properties of the particles
as magnetic anisotropy org value.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The ferromagnetic resonancesFMRd experiments wer
carried out in a specially designed UHV apparatus which
been described previously.11 The spectra on the sapph
single crystal were recorded with a commercial X-b
s9.4 GHzd electron spin resonance spectrometersBruker,
B-ER 420d which has been equipped with a new microw
bridge sBruker, ECS 041 XKd and a new lock-in amplifie
sBruker, ER 023Md to improve the noise level of the m
chine. The spectra on the thin film were taken with a Bru
EMX spectrometer in a chamber of similar design.12 A clean
Î313 Î31R±9° reconstructed sapphires0001d surface wa
prepared by annealing the sample several times for 20 m
<1000 °C. Epipolished sapphire single crystals subst
with exceptional low paramagnetic impurities were p
chased form Crystec GmbHsBerlind. The spectrum of th
prepared sapphire surface showed no electron parama
resonance or FMR signal on the scale of the noise o
presented spectra. The temperature was calibrated by a
mocouplesNiCr–CuNid mounted in a small hole near t
upper edge of the crystal. The clean surface shows ne
carbon nor other impurities within the sensitivity of Au
spectroscopy. The reconstruction of the surface after
treatment was verified by low-energy electron diffrac
sLEEDd. The thin aluminum oxide film was grown on
NiAl s110d single crystal as described in detail elsewhere13,14

The structure of the film was monitored by means o
characteristic LEED pattern. Metal was deposited by an
tron beam evaporatorsFocus/Omicron EFM3d. The particle
were grown at 300 K with a deposition rate of 1 Å/min
calibrated by a quartz microbalance. Note that the sa
was biased to the voltage of the evaporation materia
avoid an acceleration of metal ions onto the surface.
pressure during metal evaporation never rose abo

−10
l:

310 mbar and the base pressure in the apparatus was bet-
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ter than 3310−10 mbar. The coverage given throughout t
paper is meant as the height of a hypothetical, homoge
film of cobalt on the surface.

All FMR spectra shown throughout this paper are ta
at room temperature with the static magnetic field being
ented in the surface plane unless stated otherwise.

III. RESULTS

A. Cobalt on a thin alumina film

The nucleation of Co particles on a thin Al2O3 film
grown on NiAls110d has already been discussed in
literature.9,15 Deposition at room temperature leads to an
most random distribution of particles on the surface. Co
ticles nucleate not only at domain boundaries known as
tively strong nucleation sites, but also at point defects on
regular terraces of the thin film known to be weaker ads
tion sites. This behavior renders Co to be a metal wi
relatively strong metal/oxide interaction. The ferromagn
resonance spectrum of 2 Å Co deposited on the thin alu
film at 300 K is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum show
resonance at 303 mT and a peak to peak linewidth of 72
The line shape of the FMR spectrum is asymmetric wi
broader maximum at the low field side and a sharper
field minimum. Furthermore, it exhibits a uniaxial out
plane anisotropy with an easy axis of magnetization in
surface plane which holds true for all systems investig
here. The anisotropy of the resonance fieldsHad determined

FIG. 1. FMR spectra of 2 Å Co deposited at room temperature
Al2O3/NiAl s110d after annealing to the temperatures given. Inset show
intensity of the spectra with respect to the annealing temperature.
traces are fits using a single Lorentzian line.
by the difference of the resonance field measured with the
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static magnetic field perpendicular minus the resonance
parallel to the surface of the crystalsHa=Hr,perp−Hr,pard is
21 mT.

The influence of annealing on the morphology of
particles has recently been studied by scanning tunnel m
scopesSTMd.16,17Annealing to 570 K was shown to redu
the particle density slightly by about 15%. Annealing
770 K and 870 K shows a further decrease of the pa
density to 60% and 40% of the initial value, respectiv
Concomitantly, the size of the particles increases. This
havior is readily explained by a sintering of the particle
elevated temperatures. However, it is important to note
the total amount of metal on the surface decreases upon
ing above 570 K. From an analysis of the STM picture
was concluded that metal diffuse into the support at the
defects of the oxide film.16 In the case of Co deposits ad
tional features on the terraces of the film suggest tha
particles may also “dissolve” into the support at their ads
tion site.16 The STM images taken after annealing at 87
show a bimodal size distribution where the appare
smaller particles look as if they were partially incorpora
into the alumina film. The FMR spectra taken for 2 Å
deposited on the Al2O3/NiAl s110d surface after annealing
600 K, 750 K, and 870 K are also shown in Fig. 1. Ann
ing to 500 K does not alter the spectrum of the pristine
posit which is in line with temperature programmed des
tion results showing a thermal stability of the Co deposit
to 530 K.18,19 Annealing to higher temperatures shifts
resonance field monotonously towards higher fields
303 mT for the pristine particles to 312 mT for the depo
annealed to 870 K. Furthermore, the spectra show a sh
the low field maximum towards higher fields whereas
high field minimum is virtually unaffected as indicated
the lines in Fig. 1. Therefore, the apparent linewidth of
spectrum as well as the asymmetry of the resonance
decreases with increasing annealing temperature. The
shape of the spectrum taken at 870 K can be described
single Lorentzian line with a peak to peak width of 28 mT
shown by the solid line in Fig. 1. All other spectra sh
deviations from a symmetric line shapesa Lorentzian line i
added to the spectrum taken after annealing to 600 K
comparisond. Concomitantly, the difference of the resona
positions between parallel and perpendicular orienta
drops from 21 mT for the pristine deposits to 5.7 mT a
annealing to 870 K.

The intensity of the spectra as obtained by a doubl
tegration of the derivative spectra is presented in the ins
Fig. 1. Upon annealing the intensity remains constant u
500 K. At 600 K the reduction in particle density as seen
STM is accompanied by an increase of the FMR intensit
about 30%. Further annealing to 750 K increase the inte
slightly. After annealing to 870 K, however, the intens
drops by a factor of 3.5 to about 40% of the initial va
Annealing to 900 K reduces the intensity further; howev
quantitative evaluation is hampered by the very poor s
to noise ratio of the spectrum. A further increase of the
nealing temperature leads to a complete loss of the
signal.

y

The change of the FMR spectra caused by an increase of
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164704-3 Small Co particles on Al2O3 surfaces J. Chem. Phys. 122, 164704 ~2005!
particle size as prepared by a deposition of 6.5 Å Co on
thin alumina film is shown in Fig. 2. For the pristine dep
an anisotropic line shape with an apparent resonance po
of 276.6 mT is observed. The corresponding peak to
linewidth is 98 mT. Similar to the situation of the sma
particles described above the spectrum exhibits a sharp
mum at the high field side and a broad maximum at low
values. However, the spectra extend almost to zero fie
contrast to the smaller deposits. Upon annealing to 600 K
apparent resonance field changes only slightly. Further
ing results in an increase of the resonance field b
309.3 mT after annealing to 900 K. The line shape cha
moderately up to 750 K. The broad low field tail of the sp
trum separates into a broad feature at lower fields a
relatively sharp peak close to the resonance field which
comes sharper in the course of the treatment. Howeve
nealing to higher temperatures alter the line shape stro
After annealing to 870 K the spectrum sharpens conside
and the resonance position shifts to 308.9 mT but in con
to the 2 Å deposit the line shape of the spectrum rem
asymmetric with a broad low field maximum and a sh
high field minimum. The asymmetry of the line shape
markedly reduced after annealing to 900 K resulting
spectrum with a peak to peak linewidth of just 14 mT. Ho
ever, the wings of the line are considerably broader
expected for a simple Lorentzian line. A reasonable fit sh
in Fig. 2 can be achieved by assuming two symme
Lorentzian lines with a linewidth of 14 and 62 mT and re
nance positions of 309.3 and 300.5 mT, respectively.

The drastic change in the line shape is also reflecte
the intensity of the spectra shown in the inset of Fig

FIG. 2. FMR spectra of 6.5 Å Co deposited at room temperatur
Al2O3/NiAl s110d after annealing to the temperatures given. Fit to the
most spectrum using one and two Lorentzian lines. For details of param
see text. Inset shows the intensity of the spectra with respect to the a
ing temperature.
Whereas annealing to 750 K changes the intensity of the
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spectra only slightly it drops to 35% and 8% of the ini
value upon heating to 870 K and 900 K, respectively.
noteworthy that the increase in peak to peak amplitude i
derivative spectra clearly seen upon annealing to 750
compensated by the reduction of linewidth. In fact, the
tensity remains almost constant upon annealing to 500
increases by about 20% at 600 K and comes back to
value at 500 K after heating to 750 K.

B. Cobalt on an a-Al2O3 single crystal

Figure 3 shows the FMR spectra as well as their in
sity of 2.4 Å Co deposited on theÎ313 Î31R±9° recon
structeda-Al2O3 s0001d single crystal surface with respe
to annealing temperature. For the pristine deposit a
weak absorption centered at 272±5 mT is detected for
allel orientation of surface and static magnetic field. The
responding anisotropy of the resonance fieldHa between per
pendicular and parallel orientations is smalls7±5 mTd. This
spectrum is unchanged upon heating up to 573 K. Fu
annealing to 753 K increases the intensity of the spectru
<60%. The linewidth of the spectrum is changed very l
while the resonance position is shifted slightly towa
higher fieldss282±5 mTd. After treatment at 873 K the sit
ation changes drastically. First, the spectrum gains inte
roughly by a factor of 7 with respect to the pristine depo
Concomitantly, the resonance field shifts further tow
higher fields, namely, from 272 mT to 294 mT. The ang
dependent measurements reveal an increase of the anis
of the resonance fields to 23±2 mT. The line shape o
spectrum shows a small broading at the low field side a
peak to peak linewidth of 52 mT.

The corresponding change in the metal distribution
monitored by Auger spectroscopy. Due to the small m
free path of electrons the intensity ratio between Co
substrateshere oxygend transitions is very sensitive to t
arrangement of the Co atoms on the surface. The squa
Fig. 4 show the behavior of the relative intensity ratio
tween the Co transition at 785 eV and the oxygen trans
at 502 eV of the 2.4 Å deposit with respect to the annea

s
l-

FIG. 3. FMR spectra of 2.4 Å Co deposited at room temperature o
Î313 Î31R±9° reconstructeda-Al2O3s0001d surface after annealing to t
temperatures given. Inset shows the intensity of the spectra with resp
the annealing temperature.
temperature. Up to 573 K no change in the intensity ratio is
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observed. However, annealing to 753 K decrease the C
intensity ratio slightly being more pronounced after hea
to 873 K. The decrease of the intensity ratio is expecte
a sintering of particles. During this process the large part
grow in size whereas the density of particles decrease
turn the amount of uncovered oxide area increases. Th
sulting gain of the substrate signal from the bare sur
overcompensate the increased attenuation due to the h
particles. On the contrary, the Co signal decreases beca
an enhanced attenuation of the Auger electrons for th
particles.

The behavior is very similar for 6.5 Å Co deposits
this surface as indicated by the triangles in Fig. 4. The in
sity ratio remains again constant up to 573 K, while a
gressive reduction of the intensity ratio is observed a
heating to 753 K and 873 K. Figure 5 shows the corresp
ing FMR spectra. The pristine deposit shows a Lorent
line centered at 243 mT and a linewidth of 107 mT. U
annealing the line shape becomes asymmetric and the
of gravity shifts towards lower fields. However, the appa
resonance positions of the signals remain almost con
during this treatment. The difference of the resonance fi
between perpendicular and parallel orientation incre
from 110±5 mT for the pristine case to 158±5 mT for
annealed deposit. The thermal treatment leads to a s
increase of the integral intensity as shown in the inset of
5. In contrast, to the proceeding cases annealing to 4
already increases the intensity significantly by about 50%
the course of the annealing the intensity increases mo
nously. Overall it gains a factor of 4 after heating to 873 K
compared to the pristine deposit. It should be noted tha
FMR intensity of the pristine 6.5 Å deposit is more than
order of magnitude larger than the one observed for
2.4 Å case.

IV. DISCUSSION

As revealed from STM images the particle density
2 Å Co deposited on the thin aluminum oxide film is
31012 cm−2.18 This leads to an average particle size of

FIG. 4. Normalized ratio of the Auger intensities measured for Co an
Squares correspond to measurements of the 2.4 Å Co deposit on the
structed sapphire surface. Triangles belong to a 6.5 Å Co deposit o
same surface.
atoms and a corresponding diameter of<16 Å assuming
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spherical particles which is consistent with the height
large fraction of particles of<15–20 Å measured by STM
For particles of this size superparamagnetic behavior i
pected which means a thermal activated fluctuation o
magnetization in space. This fluctuation has two impo
consequences for FMR experiments. First, the intensi
the FMR spectrum decreases considerably as compa
the situation without fluctuations. With increasing temp
ture a Langevin-like behavior of the intensity is expected
systems showing superparamagnetic behavior. Secon
resonance position determined by the anisotropy ener
the ferromagnetic limit collapses to an isotropic line cent
at theg value for fast fluctuations on the time scale of
FMR experiment. The latter situation is usually called iso
pic superparamagnetism.20 This description already indicat
that the term superparamagnetic is not rigorously define
fact, it depends on the time scale of the experiment as
pared to the time scale of the fluctuation whether a ce
sample behaves as a superparamagnet at a given set
perimental conditions.

In a FMR experiment the resonance position of a sy
with certain anisotropy energy will shift from the low te
perature limit towards the isotropicg value with increasin
rate of fluctuation. Therefore a shift towards theg value is
expected with increasing temperature. Depending on a
tropy energy and temperature, any intermediate situatio
tween the two limits can be observed.

For the pristine particles prepared by evaporation of
Co at room temperature a small uniaxial anisotropy
21 mT was observed with the easy axis of magnetiza
being oriented in the surface plane. This small anisotro
consistent with the expected superparamagnetic behav
the particles. For systems with sufficiently high fluctuati

n-
e

FIG. 5. FMR spectra of 6.5 Å Co deposited at room temperature o
Î313 Î31R±9° reconstructeda-Al2O3s0001d surface after annealing to t
temperatures given. Inset shows the intensity of the spectra with resp
the annealing temperature.
of the magnetization the effect of the thermal fluctuations
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can be taken into account by modulating the anisotropy
stants which enter the ferromagnetic resonance equatio21,22

This approach has been successfully used in the past to
late FMR spectra of small particles and the same appr
was adapted here.23 Analyzing the angular dependent FM
spectra taken at room temperature within this framework
using the particle sizes determined by STM gives a unia
anisotropy constant ofs2.4±0.5d3105 Jm−3 assuming a bul
magnetic moment ofmCo=1.72mB/at. The correspondingg
value was found to be 2.22±0.015. This set of values al
a consistent description of angular dependent measure
for temperatures down to 70 K, which corroborates the
tracted parameter further. Theg value is in good agreeme
with measurements by Respaudet al. on colloidal Co par
ticles. They found values of 2.20 and 2.22 for Co parti
with 150 and 310 atoms, respectively.24 A similar g value of
2.20 was also found by Wiedwaldet al. for Co particles with
a diameter of 9 nm.25

The easy axis of magnetization is observed in the su
plane. One important contribution to account for this ob
vation is the shape anisotropy of the particles. Only a s
deviation from an ideal sphere has to be assumed to ac
for the observed anisotropy. For pure shape anisotrop
aspect ratioc/a=0.90 would explain the observed anisotro
assuming a symmetric ellipsoid with bulk magnetizat
However, it is not expected that the observed effect is pu
due to shape effects. In particular, surface contributions
also play an important role for such small particles. This
shown to be the case by Respaudet al.They found values o
the effective anisotropy constant of 93105 and 7.5
3105 Jm−3 for particle sizes of 150 and 310 atoms, resp
tively, which are considerably larger than the ones obse
here.24 Assuming spherical particles they extracted the
face contribution to beKS=2310−4 Jm−2 and the corre
sponding volume contributionKV=1.53105 Jm−3 using the
phenomenological equationKeff=KV+6KS/D. An estimation
of the surface contribution can be made for the present
using the larger particles as prepared by deposition of 6
These particles consist of 2400 atoms on average acco
to STM results.17 From the angular dependent FMR m
surements a uniaxial anisotropy ofs1.5±0.2d3105 Jm−3 and
a g value of 2.22±0.015 were determined. Temperature
pendent measurements down to 120 K could be consis
described using these values. Assuming independent s
cal particles one can use the same phenomenologica
proach described above. For the present case a surfac
tribution KS=4.2310−5 Jm−2 and a corresponding volum
part KV=8.23104 Jm−3 can be extracted. This indicates t
surface contributions play indeed an important role for
behavior of the particles. It should be emphasized tha
though theg value of the two situations is identical whi
indicates a similar environment of the Co atoms in the c
ters this analysis neglects all changes of the particle sha
changes of the bulk magnetic anisotropy constants, th
should be taken as an estimate only.

Annealing of the 2 Å deposits to 870 K changes the s
ation considerably. STM investigations show a bimodal
distribution of the particles. The size of the larger ones

responds to particles with approximately twice the number of
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atoms as compared to the pristine deposit while the sm
ones show a reduced size as compared to the i
situation.17 However, a determination of the size of
smaller ones is hampered by the fact that these particles
to be incorporated into the oxide film.17 Using the size of th
larger particles an anisotropy constant ofs5±0.5d
3104 Jm−3 was extracted from the FMR results which i
factor of 5 lower than the one observed for pristine depo
For the “smaller” particles this analysis was not possible
cause of the uncertainty of their size. In addition, to the
crease of the anisotropy constant theg value of the particle
is reduced to 2.18±0.015 after annealing to 870 K as c
pared to 2.22 observed for the pristine deposit. This is i
tical to the value for hcp Cos2.18d described in literature
Similar to the pristine case these constants allow a des
tion of temperature dependent measurements between
and 600 K.

The reduction of theg value upon annealing is not r
stricted to the 2 Å deposit. The same decrease of theg value
to 2.18 was found for the 6.5 Å deposits shown in Fig. 2
well. What is the reason for this decrease of the observg
value?

Respaudet al. have found that the structure of the p
ticles showing ag value of 2.22 is rather complex, being
mixture of bcc and hcp components, indicating that struc
changes towards less densely packed structures might
sponsible for the increasedg value.26 A similar deviation o
the g value was observed for thin Co films grown
Crs001d.27 For thin films a strong distortion of the hcp latt
towards a bcc structure was observed.28 The distortion re
laxes with increasing thickness of the film and concomita
a reduction of theg value is observed.27 A distorted structur
of the pristine particles is expected due to the lattice
match between the alumina film and the Co particles an
low deposition temperature which prevents the formatio
thermodynamic equilibrium structures.1 This is corroborate
by STM results which show no sign of faceted crystal
expected in thermodynamic equilibrium which have been
served, e.g., for Pd grown under these conditions.18,29 Upon
annealing the kinetically trapped structure of the part
will relax towards thermodynamic equilibrium.1 Thermody-
namically fcc or hcp structures are expected, which give
to lower g values of 2.14–2.16 and 2.18, respectivelyssee
Ref. 30 and references thereind.

From an electronic point of view the reduction of thg
value can be interpreted as a reduction of the ratio bet
the orbital smLd and spinsmSd magnetic moment, which
given by

mL

mS
=

g − 2

2

for small orbital contributions.31,32 Thus, the orbital contr
bution to theg value decreases from 11% in the case of
pristine deposits to 9% for the annealed system. An incr
of the orbital contribution can be interpreted as a narrow
of the 3d band due to a reduced atomic coordination.
same increase of the orbital contribution with decrea
atomic coordination was observed for Co atoms at the pe

eter of monolayer islands on Au using x-ray magnetic
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dicroism.33 Obviously, the surface atoms have a redu
atom coordination and should posses a larger orbital co
bution. In fact, the existence of low coordinated Co atom
the surface of the pristine deposits was shown by chem
means.34 However, the sameg values were observed f
fairly different cluster sizes. Therefore, it can be conclu
that the increase of theg value is not governed by the surfa
rather than by structural rearrangements in the bulk o
particles.

It is interesting to note that the line shape of the
deposit after annealing to 870 K is a symmetric Lorent
line, despite the fact that the particle size distribution is
modal according to STM. This does no longer hold true
the 6.5 Å deposit after annealing. Here, the line shape o
FMR spectrum resembles the bimodality of the particle
distribution as indicated by the fit to the spectrum after
nealing to 900 K using two Lorentzian lines. Almost 90%
the intensity is located in the broad resonance. This r
nance is also characterized by a larger anisotropy as
pared to the sharp component. From these observation
broad resonance is tentatively assigned to the appa
small particles which were incorporated in the alumina
port. The shift of the resonance position and the obse
linewidth is explained by the increased interaction of th
particles with the support. In addition, these particles are
majority speciess70%d on the surface as seen by STM.17 The
lack of a measurable anisotropy in the line shape of the
deposit might be due to an overlap of both component
fact it is possible to fit the topmost spectrum in Fig. 1 ass
ing two components with slightly different resonance fie
s3 mTd and different linewidths28 mT vs 18 mTd. However
due to the poor signal to noise ratio of the spectrum
assumption of two components cannot be justified base
the fits.

This interpretation can be corroborated by measurin
intermediate thickness. After annealing of 4.5 Å Co to 87
the line shape of the spectrum can be described by two
ponents. Besides, a broad component with a linewidt
50 mT and an integral intensity corresponding to 70% o
total intensity, a sharp one with a linewidth of 18 mT
observed.

In comparison to the thin film a similar amount of
deposited on a reconstructed sapphire surface show
similarities but also considerable differences. The mos
triguing difference occurs at high annealing temperatu
Whereas the thin film becomes permeable for the Co de
leading to a strong decrease of the FMR intensity the o
site takes place on the sapphire surface. This exclude
significant desorption from the surface or diffusion into
bulk, also reaction with the surface resulting in an oxida
of the particles can be excluded. The lateral mobility of
Co atoms on the surface starts above 600 K in the case
reconstructed sapphire surface. It is<100 K higher than in
the case of the oxide film which points towards a stron
interaction of the Co with the reconstructed single crysta
compared to the thin film. This behavior is not unexpe
since this surface is characterized by an oxygen deficien
the top layers.35
Does the increased interaction between the sapphire su
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face and the Co particles influence the structure of the
ticles? To answer this question it is helpful to resort aga
angular dependent measurements. An analysis of the s
for the pristine 2.4 Å deposit results in ag value of
2.28±0.02 corresponding to a fraction of the orbital con
bution to the magnetic moment of 14%. A similar analysi
the 6.5 Å deposit is hampered by the fact that this sy
shows already a fairly large anisotropy of 165 mT in
pristine case. In addition, a considerable fraction of the
width is due to the particle size distribution, namely, chan
of the resonance field with the particle size. For this situa
the determination of theg value from measurements a
single frequency is fairly inaccurate. Under these condit
one should resort to measurements at different frequenc
it has been done, e.g., by Wiedwaldet al. for monodisperse
Co particles prepared by colloidal chemistry.36 As an esti
mate we have analyzed the data assuming spherical pa
and a uniaxial anisotropy. This gives ag value of 2.26±0.02
where the error given is just the uncertainty within the m
and does not take systematic errors into account. The
are will increase the uncertainty to at least 0.05.

The observedg value for the smaller particles on sa
phire is considerably increased as compared to the pr
particles on the thin alumina film indicating that the struc
is characterized by a reduced average coordination of th
atoms as compared to the film. Qualitatively the same be
ior is observed for the larger particles although the effe
less pronounced. This behavior can be understood b
large lattice mismatch of Co on the reconstructed sap
surface and the increased metal support interaction tha
already suggested by the thermal stability of the parti
The analysis of the FMR spectra of the 2.4 Å deposits
annealing to 870 K reveals a decreasedg value of
2.18±0.015 which is identical to the situation on the
film after annealing. This indicates that the structure of
particles changes towards a higher coordination of the
atoms upon annealing. For the thicker deposit the ana
gives ag value of 2.20±0.06 using the same assumpt
mentioned above. Although theg value is larger than the o
observed for the smaller particles and the situation on
film after annealing, the difference is well within the syste
atic error of the simplified analysis.

The behavior of the FMR intensity for the two ca
deserves special attention. For the 6.5 Å deposit a mo
nous increase of the intensity is found for temperat
above room temperaturessee inset Fig. 5d whereas the Auge
analysis reveals that the particles size distribution is
changed below 600 K. If the number of atoms in each
ticle remains constant, the increase in FMR intensity
only be explained by internal structural rearrangemen
the particles.

Temperature dependent measurements show that t
crease in intensity is not due to a change of the Curie
perature, which might cause large changes of the FMR
tensity if the system is close to the Curie point. Theref
the observed increase of the FMR intensity is due to a
crease of the average magnetic moment per Co atom
particles. On the contrary, no change of the FMR intensi

r-observed up to 600 K for the smaller particles produced by
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deposition of 2.4 Å Co. However, after annealing to 87
an increase of the FMR intensity by a factor of 7 is obser
At this temperature sintering of the particles, i.e., a growt
the large particles at the expense of the small ones, occ
monitored by Auger spectroscopy. However, the increas
the particle size and concomitant decrease of thermal
tuations cannot account for the increase in intensity sinc
overall number of atoms on the surface remains cons
Thus it has to be concluded that sintering of the Co part
also increases the average magnetic moment per Co at
is likely that at the higher temperatures both effects, nam
internal rearrangements as well as growth in size will o
simultaneously.

For a kinetically controlled growth of atoms the struct
of the resulting aggregates is imposed by the energeti
the different processes involved, namely, the interaction
ergies smetal/surface; metal/metald, diffusion properties a
well as activation barriers for different processes.2 In particu-
lar, the lattice mismatch between surface and metal
cause substantial structural changes as long as metal s
interaction is substantial. However, this stress will be
leased with increasing height of the particles.

To explain the observations presented here it is ass
that the Co atoms located close the sapphire interface
tribute less to the magnetic moment of the particle as c
pared to those at larger distance to the surface due t
change of the environment close to the support. There
metal atoms close to the interface can serve as a “rese
for magnetic moment as soon as their structural environ
is changed towards a regular closed packed Co structu

What is the reason that internal restructuring of the
ticles does only occur for the larger particles? In orde
predict this behavior one would need to know the activa
energy for internal rearrangements as compared that of
detachment as a function of particle size and structure.
fortunately, this information is not available. However, i
obvious that if the activation energy of detachment is lo
than the one for internal rearrangements, sintering of the
ticles will occur prior to a rearrangement, while an inter
rearrangement will be observed for the reverse situation
strong metal support interaction it is expected that the
vation for internal rearrangements will be high for ato
close to the interface while it decreases with increa
height of the particle. Therefore, it is possible that the hig
particles can rearrange parts being further away from
surface, while small particles cannot undergo internal
rangements due to their strong metal support interaction
corresponding process is schematically summarized in F
were the contribution of the atoms to the total magnetic
ment of the particle is indicated by their gray scale. It sho
be noted in passing that the presence of Co atoms
smaller effective magnetic moment at the interface does
explain the observed discrepancy between the intensit
hancementsfactor 10d and the change of the metal amo
sfactor 2.5d for the two different deposited amounts d
cussed here. For the annealed situation the discrepan
markedly reduced to 2:1.

It is worthwhile to have a closer look at the line shap

the pristine deposits on the sapphire surface in comparison t
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the situation on the thin film. On the one hand, an alm
symmetric line shape is observed for the pristine deposi
the sapphire, whereas the spectra on the thin film exhib
asymmetric one. On the other hand, the line shape obs
for the annealed systems on sapphire corresponds
closely to the ones observed for the pristine deposits o
thin film. It is important to understand if the asymmetric l
shape is an intrinsic property of the particles or if it is
ensemble effect. Bergeret al. have discussed the importan
of intrinsic effects, namely, different relaxation processes
the line shape of small particle systems.37 They have show
that other relaxation processes than a simple exponenti
cay of the magnetization can explain strongly asymm
line shape observed for samples of small ferromagnetic
ticles in matrices. However, for the present system th
does not hold true. This can be seen by looking at the
shape of angular dependent spectra. Figure 7sad shows the
FMR spectra of 6.5 Å Co deposited on the reconstru
sapphire surface after annealing to 900 K for three diffe

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the rearrangements occurring
heating on thea-Al2O3 single crystal surface. Darker gray tones belon
stronger ferromagnetic coupling.

FIG. 7. stopd FMR spectra of 6.5 Å Co deposited on the reconstru
sapphire surface after annealing to 900 K for different polar angles.
lines are simulated line shapes for the model used see text.sbottomd Peak to
peak linewidth measured for different polar angles. Filled squares pr
6.5 Å Co deposit on the reconstructed sapphire surface. Filled gray c

oafter annealing to 900 K.
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polar angles. It can be seen that the asymmetry of the
shape observed for the in-plane orientationsu=90°d, namely
a broad low field side and a sharp high field minimum
reversed for the perpendicular orientation. For the latte
ometry the linewidth is substantially increased as comp
to the parallel configuration. However, at intermediate p
angles the linewidth is reduced and the line shape is m
more symmetric. The apparent peak to peak linewidth m
sured at different polar angles is plotted in Fig. 7sbd sfilled
gray circlesd.

The present line shape can be understood by a s
model, where a log-normal distribution of spherical parti
saverage diameter 3.1 nm; normalized width 0.25d with
uniaxial anisotropy of 2.53105 J/m−3 and a surface anis
tropy of 1310−4 J/m−2 was assumed. The resonance p
tion was calculated in the same way as described abov
a constant Lorentzian line of 70 mT was assumed fo
particle sizes. The line shapes calculated by this mode
shown in comparison to the observed spectra in Fig.sad.
The calculated line shapes are in good agreement wit
observed ones. The only larger deviation occurs at low m
netic field for the parallel configuration. The deviation at
low field end is most likely due to the fact that the magn
zation of the sample changes significantly with the fiel
this range which is not taken into account in the analysis
is known to give intensity at low magnetic fields.36 The rea
son for the reduction of the linewidth and the more symm
ric line shape at intermediate polar angles is indicated b
lines in Fig. 7sad which sketch the angular dependence of
resonance position for a given effective magnetic anisot
Particles with large effective anisotropy have the low
resonance field for the parallel configuration and the hig
for the perpendicular one. The situation is reversed for
particles with small magnetic anisotropy. Due to the fu
tional form of the resonance equation the spread of r
nance positions is larger for the perpendicular orienta
than for the parallel one, resulting in a larger apparent
width for perpendicular geometry in accordance with the
served spectra. The crossover takes place at polar ang
<40° which depends on the magnitude of the magnetic
isotropy. For these angles all particles have similar reson
position resulting in a reduced overall linewidth. Since
reduction in linewidth is connected with a more symme
line shape it can be concluded that the intrinsic line shap
these clusters at 300 K is fairly symmetric.

For the pristine deposits on the reconstructed sap
the line shape remains symmetric over the whole rang
polar angles although the line shape deviates from a si
Lorentzian line for small polar angles. The linewidth for
different polar angles is plotted in Fig. 7sbd sfilled squaresd.
In comparison to the annealed system the behavior is q
tatively similar. However, quantitative differences are fou
The linewidth for the parallel orientation is fairly similar
both cases, while the reduction of the linewidth at inter
diate polar angles as well as the increase for parallel o
tation is markedly reduced. The behavior of the linew
can be understood in the same way as it was discu
above, however, the spread of magnetic anisotropy w

the particle ensemble is smaller for the pristine case. This i
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partly due to the smaller size of the particles and the inc
ing importance of thermal fluctuations. The reduced sp
of the magnetic anisotropy in combination with compar
linewidth for the parallel orientation and a larger linewidth
intermediate polar angles is interpreted as increased
width of the individual resonance of each cluster. It has b
shown for thin magnetic films that the linewidth of the FM
spectra is correlated with the structural homogeneity o
systemse.g., Refs. 38 and 39d. Therefore, it is expected th
the linewidth of the strongly distorted particles on the rec
structed sapphire surface show a larger linewidth than
less distorted ones prepared by annealing which is in
with the analysis of theg values discussed above.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that ferromagnetic r
nance is capable to monitor intraparticle as well as inte
ticle redistribution of atoms and thus provide important
sight into the thermal stability of supported particles. It
shown that theg value of the FMR spectra is a valua
probe to detect structural properties as well as cha
thereof, e.g., induced by thermal annealing. A stronger i
action of the Co deposits with the reconstructed sap
surface as compared to the thin aluminum oxide film
found, which is reflected in the 100 K temperature differe
between the onset temperatures for sintering, as well a
nificant shift of theg value for both systems. In additio
pristine Co-particles grown on the reconstructed sap
surface show a strongly reduced magnetic moment o
atoms close to the sapphire interface due to the strong
support interaction.
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